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The details of the recent calculation of the two-loop bosonic corrections to the muon lifetime in
the Standard Model are presented. The matching on the Fermi theory is discussed. Renormalisation
in the on-shell and in the MS scheme is studied and transition between the schemes is shown to lead
to identical results. High precision numerical methods are compared with mass difference and large
mass expansions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The muon decay lifetime (τµ) has been used for long as an input parameter for high precision predictions of the
Standard Model (SM). It allows for an indirect determination of the mass of the W boson (MW ), which suffers
currently from a large experimental error of 39 MeV [1], one order of magnitude worse than that of the Z boson mass
(MZ). A reduction of this error by LHC to 15 MeV [2] and by a future linear collider to 6 MeV [3] would provide a
stringent test of the SM by confronting the theoretical prediction with the experimental value.
The extraction of MW with an accuracy matching that of next experiments, i.e. at the level of a few MeV
necessitates radiative corrections beyond one loop order. Large two-loop contributions from fermionic loops have
been calculated in [4]. The current prediction is affected by two types of uncertainties. First, apart from the still
unknown Higgs boson mass, two input parameters introduce large errors. The current knowledge of the top quark
mass results in an error of about 30 MeV [5], which should be reduced by LHC to 10 MeV and by a linear collider
even down to 1.2 MeV. The inaccuracy of the knowledge of the running of the fine structure constant up to the MZ
scale, ∆α(MZ), introduces a further 6.5 MeV error. Second, several higher order corrections are unknown. In fact
the last unknown correction at the O(α2) order has been calculated only recently in [6] and [7]. This contribution
comes from diagrams with no closed fermion loops.
It is the purpose of the present work to give a detailed description of the methods used in the calculations presented
in [6] and [7]. Since one of the groups used high precision numeric methods and the other deep expansions both in
mass differences and in large masses, a comparison can be given.
In the next section we discuss the question of matching of the Fermi theory onto the Standard Model at low
energy scales. Then we move to the discussion of renormalisation in the on-shell scheme and continue with the MS
scheme. A section on the transition between the schemes contains comparisons of the methods and the final results.
The description of computational methods and conclusions close the main part of the work. In the appendices, a
derivation of the electric charge counterterm through the U(1) Ward identity can found, followed by the explicit
analytic results of the expansions of the on-shell and the MS quantities.
II. MATCHING
The muon lifetime τµ can be computed from the effective Fermi theory given by the lagrangian
Leff = LQED + GF√
2
OF + higher dimension operators , (1)









and GF is the Fermi constant. Note that Eq. 1 is a definition of GF . This lagrangian can be used to describe low
energy processes (such that energies are ≪ MW ) mediated by the weak charged current. Since the theory Eq. 1 is
nonrenormalisable, an ultraviolet cut-off Λ should be introduced.














(1 + ∆q) , (3)
with me and mµ being the masses of the electron and the muon respectively. The quantity ∆q describes all QED
corrections in the Fermi theory and has been calculated at the one-loop [8] and at the two-loop [9] order.
By its nature GF is the Wilson coefficient function of the operator OF and can be evaluated from the SM. Tradi-






(1 + ∆r). (4)
The quantity ∆r = ∆r(1) +∆r(2) + . . . absorbs the effects of all loop diagrams.
It is the purpose of the following subsection to establish the framework for the calculation of ∆r.
A. Factorisation theorem
In principle, the muon decay amplitude can be evaluated directly in the SM, but this is not feasible in practice.
There are many scales involved which vary from less than 1 MeV to 100 GeV, i.e. by more than 5 orders of magnitude!
On the other hand the number of Feynman diagrams grows very fast with the number of loops. A way out to keep
the problem manageable is to switch on the machinery of effective lagrangians (see Eq. 1). This allows one to simplify
the calculation enormously and to separate consistently the low energy (“soft”) dynamics from high energy (“hard”)
static characteristics.
Suppose that we can compute the muon decay amplitude ASM in the SM. Then the Fermi constant GF defined
through Eq. 1 can be predicted from ASM. Indeed we should require that both evaluations in the SM and the Fermi










This equation just states that the amplitude of the process µ → eνν¯ is the same both in the full SM and in the
effective Fermi theory up to operators of higher dimension.
When loop effects are taken into account, matrix elements in both sides of Eq. 5 get quantum corrections. Since ASM
and 〈µ|OF |eνµν¯e〉 are amputated matrix elements one has to renormalise also the external wave functions. Therefore


























where ZSM2,f and Z
eff
2,f are wave function renormalisation constants of the fermions evaluated in the SM and in the
effective theory respectively and ZOF is the renormalisation constant of the Fermi operator in the effective theory.
There are two ways to compute GF from the SM:
1. standard matching calculation, or
2. automatic matching via factorisation theorem.
The former approach works always by simply computing all ingredients (apart from GF ) in the matching equation
Eq. 6. This requires however much extra efforts to evaluate the “soft” pieces (or, at least, to separate them) in
the amplitudes and the Z’s. Historically for this purpose the Pauli–Villars regularisation was used in [10] and then
extended to two-loop order in [11]. The same approach has been applied also in [5].
How it works at the 1-loop level is demonstrated in Fig. 1. There are only three infrared divergent diagrams with
photon. From each diagram its counterpart in the Fermi theory should be subtracted. The left diagram in each line of
Fig. 1 corresponds to the result in the full model and therefore contains both the “soft” and the “hard” part. The right
one contains only the “soft” part, which means that the difference is the requested “hard” correction. In addition, for
the diagrams in the frame the Pauli-Villars regularisation is introduced to regularise the ultraviolet divergences. At




FIG. 1: one-loop factorisation with Pauli-Villars regularisation.
are now “hard-hard”, “hard-soft”, “soft-hard” and “soft-soft” contributions. From these only the “hard-hard” piece
contributes to GF .
Accidentally, it happens that the sum of the three “soft” diagrams inside the frame in Fig. 1 is an ultraviolet finite
quantity (let us call it Σsoft). It is easy to prove that this holds true also to all orders. This is a consequence of the
Ward–Takahashi identity for QED. This fact, however, is a pure coincidence rather than something fundamental. If
such a cancelation had not occurred, renormalisation of the operator OF would be required as it is taken into account
in Eq. 6.
The scheme given in Fig. 1 is consistent but the disadvantage of it is that there arises the problem of bookkeeping
of “soft” and “hard” parts and already at the two-loop level the problem becomes very complicated. Indeed, at the
two-loop level one has to subtract from each diagram the “hard-soft”, “soft-hard” and “soft-soft” pieces.
Therefore it would be very helpful to find some other way to obtain the “hard” part. Thus we come to the second
way to compute GF—automatic matching. This procedure is the most straightforward and the most economical
(minimal in costs) way to compute. It is based on the factorisation theorem, proven e.g. in [12]. It allows one to
extract the “hard” part directly without any reference to “soft” pieces. As a well known example of such a procedure
we can mention the evaluation of Wilson coefficient functions in deep inelastic scattering processes.
Returning to the sum of the three “soft” graphs in Fig. 1 (Σsoft) we notice that in GF all “soft” modes are eliminated.
This means, that all subgraphs in Fig. 1 should be computed at vanishing masses of the leptons. In this case the
Ward–Takahashi identity not only makes Σsoft ultraviolet finite but also nullifies it. Thus all “soft” parts add up to
zero. This is also true to all orders of perturbation theory. In other words, one can from the very beginning nullify
all external momenta and masses and evaluate the obtained bubble diagrams. Of course new infrared divergences
are generated. They cancel however in the expression for GF . To regularise these infrared divergences we use the
dimensional regularisation.
To prove rigorously that infrared singularities indeed drop out from the result one can turn to the framework for
construction of effective low energy lagrangians given in [12]. At the level of individual Feynman diagrams one can





S · T (H) , (7)
where the sum runs over all “hard” subgraphs H of the diagram F ; S is a “soft” subgraph obtained from F by
shrinking H to a point and T stands for the Taylor expansion (before integration!) of H with respect to all “soft”
parameters. The exact rules for construction of hard subgraphs are discussed in details in [13].
The important property of the operation Eq. 7 is that it has the combinatorial structure of the R-operation [14].
This allows one to promote the operation on a single Feynman diagram to the operation on the whole Feynman
4amplitude (the factorisation theorem). By this procedure all infrared divergencies are absorbed either by the “soft”
matrix element or by the renormalisation constant ZO of the operator. The detailed discussion can be found in [12].
In the case of GF we have further simplifications.
• The anomalous dimension of the Fermi operator OF is zero, therefore ZOF in the matching equation Eq. 6 is
equal to one.
















where the subscript “hard” means that all “soft” scales are put to zero.
Thus the problem is reduced completely to the vacuum Feynman diagrams of one- and two-loop order and the
bookkeeping problem does not arise at all. The wave function renormalisation constants are to be computed in the
on-shell scheme. Again, for massless leptons, the wave function renormalisation constants are defined through vacuum
diagrams only. Such diagrams can be evaluated analytically using reduction formulae of [15] based on integration by
parts identities [16].
B. Projection
An important problem in the calculation is the reduction of the amplitudes to scalar integrals. It is not only of
practical importance. In fact it is connected to the correct definition of the matrix elements in the model, since
dimensional regularisation is used.
The matching onto the Fermi theory with its double V − A chiral structure is made possible because of the left-
handedness of the charged current in the Standard Model. The “hard” components of the diagrams contain only
massless fermions and therefore formally the structure of the two spinor lines can be mapped onto the operator
γµPL ⊗ γµPL. (9)
In four dimensions, every string of an odd number of gamma matrices and a left-handed projector can be reduced to
the structure γµPL due to the Chisholm identity
γµγνγρ = gµνγρ + gνργµ − gµργν − iǫµνρσγσγ5. (10)
The reduction leads to the operator
Tµνγ
µPL ⊗ γνPL, (11)
where Tµν is some tensor made of the integration momenta. Since there are no non-vanishing external momenta, this
tensor must be proportional to gµν and the result Eq. 9 follows. A suitable way to obtain directly the right value is
to use a projector made of trace operators. Let the original product of strings of gamma matrices be denoted by
Γ1 ⊗ Γ2. (12)
We wish to obtain the proportionality coefficient A in the following equation∫
Γ1 ⊗ Γ2 = A× (γµPL ⊗ γµPL). (13)
Two possibilities of closing the spinor strings with trace operators are depicted in Fig. 2. The left one has been







where the dimension of space-time d has been kept arbitrary and the trace of the unit matrix has been put to 4, as
usual. A second possibility which we used to perform the calculations presented in this work is given by





5FIG. 2: Two of the possible projectors for ∆r. The dashed lines represent the strings of Dirac matrices, while the crosses, the
projection operators.
and corresponds to the right picture in Fig. 2
Both projectors are obviously equivalent in four dimensions due to the Chisholm identity as explained above.
The difference starts to be important for divergent integrals. In fact the problem does only occur for one-particle-
irreducible four-point diagrams, where the divergence can come from two sources. First from the external wave
function renormalisation, which is incomplete due to infrared divergences and second due to infrared divergences of
the diagrams themselves. As noticed in [5] the first projector Eq. 14 needs to be corrected, as it does not fulfil several
requirements, like for example the vanishing of diagrams with propagator insertion in the photon lines. Moreover, one
can explicitely check that without corrections the subtracted diagrams in the Pauli–Villars approach do not cancel and
the dependence on the Λ scale remains. In the automatic factorisation approach this shows up through an incomplete
cancellation of divergences. Notice, however that the result is gauge independent, thus it is only the finiteness of the
result that shows that the projector is incorrect.
On the contrary the projector Eq. 15 does not require any corrections. It does fulfil all of the algebraic requirements
and also yields a finite result as well as the exact cancellation of the subtraction diagrams of Fig. 1 in d-dimensions
and in all orders of perturbation theory. This useful property follows from the fact that this projector respects the
Fierz symmetry in d-dimensions. One can check explicitely that for example
γµγνγρPL ⊗ γργνγµPL ∼ γµγνγργνγµPL ⊗ γρPL, (16)
where ∼ means equality after projection.
III. ON-SHELL RENORMALISATION
Two-loop calculations within the on-shell renormalisation scheme require the knowledge of several counterterms.
At the very least charge and mass counterterms are needed. In this section we first discuss the problem of gauge
invariance in connection with tadpole diagrams. We then give specific expressions for the required counterterms.
A. Tadpoles and gauge invariance of counterterms
It has been known for a long time that the inclusion of tadpoles is necessary to obtain gauge invariant counterterms.
In fact this property has been first noticed [17] shortly after the proof of renormalisability of gauge theories. A general
proof of the Quantum Action Principle, which has for consequence the gauge invariance of on-shell processes in the
bare lagrangian, requires the inclusion of even those tadpoles which would be cancelled by normal ordering (one loop
tadpoles) [18]. There are, however, two disadvantages of using tadpoles in actual calculations. First, this requires the
inclusion of diagrams, which drop in the final result. Second, one-particle-irreducible (1PI) Green functions cannot
contain tadpoles. As long as we wish to obtain results at the least cost and by using automated software, it is
interesting to consider alternative possibilities.
It turns out that it is possible to prepare the bare lagrangian in such a way, that the only gauge dependent quantities
would be the wave function renormalisation constants and the vacuum renormalisation constant, and still all of the
tadpoles would be cancelled. Let us start by considering a lagrangian in which the bare coupling and masses are
defined through physical processes. The masses can be equivalently defined through the position of the poles of the
physical S-matrix in the complex plane as recently proved [19]. In such a case all of the bare parameters would
be gauge invariant, because they would fulfil equations that have this same property. It is important to supply a
condition on the vacuum expectation value of the bare Higgs field v0 that would resum terms of order O(α0). A






















and Φ0 is the Higgs doublet. Eq. 17 implies the vanishing of the linear term in the lagrangian. Although this term
will be subsequently altered, the tree level contribution will always vanish.
We now introduce an additional renormalisation of the bare vacuum expectation value
v0 −→ v0Z1/2v . (19)
The renormalisation constant Zv can be used to cancel the tadpoles recursively, which implies together with Eq. 17
that the first non-vanishing term in its perturbative expansion starts at order O(α). The linear term in the Higgs
field can now be written as







2Z1/2v (Zv − 1)H0 (20)





















At the tree level the contribution is zero, since then Z
(0)
v = 0, as noticed above. To one-loop order, the relation









H is the sum of 1PI one-loop tadpole diagrams of the Higgs field. The situation gets much more complicated































At this level an insertion of this counterterm reproduces all of the tadpole diagrams that would be included in the
usual approach. An example is depicted in Fig. 3. An insertion of Zv into theW boson self-energy a), leads effectively
through the first term in Eq. 25 to an insertion of a one-loop tadpole with with a vertex counterterm b). This
counterterm also contains a correction to the Vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, which reproduces the
tadpole diagram c).
B. On-shell scheme counterterms
The on-shell renormalisation scheme is defined by the requirement that the masses be identified through the poles
of the physical S-matrix (as the real part of the pole), while the electric charge coincide with the value measured in
the Thompson scattering process as for example in the quantum Hall effect. These conditions are enough to fix all
of the free parameters of the SM with minimal Higgs sector (neglecting the CKM matrix and the strong coupling
constant). The counterterms have been given by many authors. The peculiarity of the present work is the specific
definition of the bare masses which are gauge invariant without including tadpole diagrams. This, however, implies




FIG. 3: Vacuum expectation value counterterm insertion into the W boson self-energy a), reproducing tadpole insertions b)
and c).















W = −Π(1)WW,T (M2W )−M2W δZ(1)v , (27)
δM
2(1)
Z = −Π(1)ZZ,T (M2Z)−M2ZδZ(1)v , (28)
where iΠii,T denotes the transverse part of the self-energy diagrams of the boson i. For bosonic corrections to the
Higgs boson mass counterterm the real part has to be taken due to the possible decay into a W or Z boson pair. To
one-loop order this still yields a gauge invariant result for the renormalised amplitude. The W and Z bosons do not
require such a treatment neither at one nor at two-loop order.
At the two-loop order, only W and Z boson mass counterterms are needed, and they assume the form
δM
2(2)
W = −Π(2)WW,T (M2W )− δZ(1)W δM2(1)W −M2W δZ(2)v − δZ(1)v (M2W δZ(1)W + δM2(1)W ), (29)
δM
2(2)







The last term in the Z boson mass counterterm, which does not occur in the W boson mass counterterm, has its
origin in the mixing between Z and γ. If the self-energies have imaginary parts, then suitable additional terms have to
be included as described in [5]. The above formulae are valid only if the subdivergencies in the two-loop self-energies















































The remaining two renormalisation constants define the photon field and can be obtained at zero momentum transfer












8The electric charge counterterm can be obtained in two ways. The first consists in simply calculating the scattering
of fermions off real photons, i.e. at zero momentum transfer. This however introduces unnecessarily three point
functions. A second possibility is to use the U(1) Ward identity. The suitable relation between the wave function
renormalisation constants of the photon and the Z boson has been proved in [20] using the BRS symmetry. A simpler




































































Z − δZ(1)v δZ(1)Zγ . (40)
In the on-shell calculation the ghost sector was also renormalised. The respective constants are as in [5] up to
an unimportant renormalisation of the ghost wave functions, the difference being dictated by simplicity. The wave
function renormalisation constants of the ghosts and Goldstone bosons have been left unspecified. For the ghosts, these
constants cancel trivially within every closed loop. With the Goldstone bosons, the situation is more complicated,
since the fact that the gauge fixing term should not be renormalised induces Goldstone wave function renormalisation
constants in the ghost sector. These can only cancel in gauge invariant quantities. This indeed happened for all the
mass and coupling counterterms and for the complete result.
IV. MS RENORMALISATION
In this section we describe in detail the renormalisation of ∆r in the MS scheme. ∆r is computed through the
matching procedure described before in Section II. Here we chose the strategy of multiplicative renormalisation.
After multiplication by the on-shell wave function renormalisation constants of external fermion fields, the result is
expressed in terms of bare masses and bare electric charge. In order to get the MS renormalised result for GF one







where e(µ) and mi(µ) are the MS charge and masses respectively and µ is the MS parameter. The MS renormalisation
constants will be specified in the next two subsections.
Let us stress that in Eq. 41 we renormalise only the physical parameters and no renormalisation of the unphysical
sector (ghost sector and gauge fixing parameters) is required. The renormalisation of the boson particles’ wave
functions is also not needed since it cancels anyway in the final expression.
A few words should also be said about tadpole diagrams, which should be added in a proper way in order to
obtain a gauge invariant result in the SM. Unlike in the approach described in the Section IIIA, where the new
counterterm Zv for the Higgs VEV has been introduced, here we include the tadpole diagrams explicitely. This makes
our renormalisation constants Z’s from Eq. 41 gauge invariant.
Below we present the analytical expressions for charge and mass MS renormalisation constants, needed in order to
obtain a finite expression for ∆r in the MS scheme.
A. Coupling and masses renormalisation
















9where the constants Z’s, as we shall see in the following, can depend on sin θW .
There are two ways to determine the MS renormalisation constant in this expression. One is to use the Ward–
Takahashi identity given in appendix A to express it in terms of the gauge boson wave function renormalisation
























































Zγ in terms of self-energy diagrams
δZ(2)γγ = Π
(2)′





















































where this time all of the self energies are unrenormalised. All other one-loop field renormalisation constants were
defined before in Section III B. At the end we have an expression for the on-shell charge renormalisation constant
expressed via bare charge, Weinberg angle and masses. Now, rewriting the bare quantities in terms of MS ones with
yet unknown coefficients in Eq. 42 and requiring that transition between on-shell and MS charge should not contain
divergencies we easily extract the MS charge renormalisation constants.
Alternatively, the renormalisation group analysis can be applied. In order to find Ze we differentiate Eq. (42) w.r.t.













b1 + . . . (48)
is the β-function. Since (d/d logµ2) e0 = 0, the l.h.s. of Eq. 42 becomes zero after the differentiation, while the r.h.s.










The function βe can be extracted from the existing calculation in the unbroken theory. Namely, for the SU(2) and







































































FIG. 4: The exact result (solid line) for the ∆r
(2)
bos in the in the MS scheme (left and right panel) vs. its 1) large Higgs boson
mass expansion (long dashed line) and 2) mass difference expansion (dotted line). The short dashed line 3) represents the [3/3]
Pade´ approximant. In the right pannel the large Higgs boson mass expansion curve coincides completely with the numerical
result for this range.















































The explicit calculation confirms the above result.
Similarly to the charge renormalisation we write for the masses of the Z, W and the Higgs bosons
(m0V )




















For mZ and mW the renormalisation constants up to two loop are required while for the Higgs boson we need only
the one loop expression. The analysis, similar to that described above for the charge, has been done in details in [23].







B. MS results for ∆r
In Fig. 4 we plot ∆r
(2)MS
bos as a function of the MS Higgs boson mass in different scales. As input parameters we
used the on-shell values given in Table I.
The solid curve represents the exact result. Two other curves represent expansions in different regimes: as mH →
mZ and as mH → ∞. They cover almost the whole region of the mH under consideration. In order to extend the
range of the expansion around mZ the Pade´ approximant has been constructed. It sufficiently improves the situation
for the intermediate Higgs boson masses. Thus the expansions cover completely the region of interest. The details of





TABLE I: Parameter values used in the calculation [1].
V. TRANSITION BETWEEN THE SCHEMES
Once we have the result in the MS scheme it is necessary to translate it into the on-shell parameters, which are
known with high precision for the electroweak sector contrary to the strong interacting sector of the Standard Model.




(1 + ∆r) ≡ GF√
2
. (56)
This should be contrasted with the naive approach of taking simply ∆r and substituting MS parameters.






























































The series for the Higgs boson mass relation is only needed to first order, since the Higgs field starts to contribute to
the decay only at the one-loop level.
The above relations have to be inverted to yield MS parameters in terms of the on-shell ones. For any parameter
























The coefficients for the three bosons are depicted in Fig. 5 with parameters values as given in Table I, in a comparison
of the different evaluation methods. For Higgs boson masses greater than 200 GeV the large mass expansion with six
coefficients is indiscernible from the numeric result. The mass difference expansion fails always around 120 GeV. In
the visible range from 80 GeV to 200 GeV, the Pade´ approximation based on the mass difference expansion turns out
to practically coincide with the exact result for the vector bosons. For the Higgs boson this cannot happen due to
the occurrence of the two-particle production thresholds and indeed there is a region between the thresholds which
cannot be reproduced with neither the mass difference nor the large mass expansion. Obviously if it was needed this
region could be covered by threshold expansions.

























The corrections for the vector bosons are depicted similarly to the one-loop case in Fig. 6. The expansions themselves
are less precise. It is however interesting to note that the Pade´ approximation together with the large mass expansion
12






























FIG. 5: One-loop corrections to the relations between the on-shell and the MS masses for the W , Z and Higgs bosons
(∆1i = α/(4pi)X
i
1). The long dashed line 1) represents the large Higgs boson mass expansion, the dotted line 2) represents the
mass difference expansion. The short dashed line 3) gives the [4/4] Pade´ approximant which coincides for this range with the
exact result for the W and Z boson mass corrections.
























FIG. 6: Two-loop corrections to the relation between the on-shell and the MS masses for the W and Z boson (∆2i =
(α/(4pi))2Xi2). The long dashed line 1) represents the large Higgs boson mass expansion, the dotted line 2) represents the
mass difference expansion. The short dashed line 3) gives the [4/4] Pade´ approximant.
13














FIG. 7: On-shell ∆r
(2)
bos. The long dashed line 1) represents the large Higgs boson mass expansion, the dotted line 2) represents
mass difference expansion. The short dashed line 3) gives the [3/3] Pade´ approximant. The dash-dotted 4) and 5) lines
correspond to lower terms in the large Higgs boson mass expansion, whereas 6) is the leading term.
cover the whole range with high precision. Even the threshold region is reproduced with a relatively small error,
although this is due to the fact that the peaks are not very pronounced.
We can now combine all the perturbative expansions and translate the MS result into the on-shell one. We shall
not reproduce the formula since it can be easily obtained from the previous equations. It is important however to











+ . . . (64)
If this is combined with the fact that the results in both MS and on-shell schemes behave as 1/ sin4 θW , it is obvious
that one term in the W and Z boson mass difference expansion is lost. Second, the result in the MS scheme behaves
as M4H , whereas the one in the on-shell scheme as M
2
H . Therefore, one term in large Higgs boson mass expansion
is also lost. As a result, if the expansions of [23] are taken, the final result can be given with five coefficients in
both expansions in the large mass case. The formulae can be found in Appendix B. The mass difference expansion
requires an independent calculation of the on-shell propagator diagrams and the result can be found in Appendix C.
The numeric results can be found in Fig. 7. It should be stressed, that it was checked that the exact analytic result
without expansions obtained by the translation procedure described above and by an explicit renormalisation in the
on-shell scheme are the same.
It is interesting to consider the transition between the schemes performed purely numerically. In Fig. 8, the solid
curve represents the one-loop correction as well as the sum of the one- and two-loop corrections. The fact that they are
indiscernible in this scale is due to their relative smallness. The most reliable way of obtaining the correction (apart
from the exact method) is to take the one-loop result and substitute the MS parameters only in the normalisation
in Eq. 56, whereas the masses in (∆r
(1)
bos)
MS should be left in the on-shell scheme. This is shown in the curve 2). If
one, however, simply takes the whole invariant and substitutes all of the MS parameters, then curve 1) is obtained,
which diverges strongly for Higgs boson masses larger than about 250 GeV. It turns out that the sum of the one- and
14













FIG. 8: Numeric translation of ∆r form the MS scheme to the on-shell scheme vs. the exact result (solid line).
two-loop corrections does not reduce substantially the scheme dependence, as shown by curve 3), where the correction
up to two-loop order in the MS scheme has been given for MS parameters translated from on-shell values using Eqs. 57
to 60.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The calculation of the bosonic corrections to the muon life time is a relatively complex task. The number of
Feynman diagrams to be calculated is around 5000 in Rξ gauge. This makes it necessary to use automated software.
A. Software and checks
The first step of the calculation is the generation of diagrams. Several systems are presently available. Obviously
each differs in its easy of use, speed and design concepts.
The on-shell calculation was based on the C++ library DiaGen [24]. It generates all diagrams together with all
necessary counterterms. The main advantage of this software is the speed, since all of the diagrams were generated
in a few seconds, thus making the generation phase a negligible part of the calculation.
Alternatively, for the calculation with the tadpoles the input generator DIANA [25] has been applied. We note
that according to the rules, given in Section IV, no counterterm diagrams should be generated. They are all taken
into account by the multiplicative renormalisation.
The diagrams to be evaluated can be divided into two broad classes. First are these which can be reduced to
vacuum bubbles. Here, partial integration identities [16] supplied with analytical formulae [15] can be used.
The second more complicated problem is the evaluation of the two-loop two-point functions at non-vanishing
external momentum (at the values q2 = M2Z and q
2 = M2W in our case). From the several possibilities two different
algorithms have been used to deal with these diagrams.
The algorithm described in [26] has been chosen because of its simplicity. As an end result of the tensor reduction
scalar two-loop propagator integrals are obtained. A high precision numerical evaluation of these is currently possible
with one dimensional integral representations [27]. To this end C++ programs were used based on the library S2LSE
[28]. For large scale differences which occur when the Higgs mass is much above the masses of the W and the Z
boson double precision turns out to be insufficient. An easy way to see it is to remark that the individual terms in
the result can behave as M8H whereas due to the screening theorem [29] the whole result behaves at most as M
2
H .
For a Higgs boson mass of the order of 1 TeV, this means that cancellations of the order of 106 will have to occur.
If we combine this with the fact that in double precision some of the integrals can only be evaluated to 5 digits, the
numerical instability becomes apparent. A way out of this problem on 32 bit machines is to use software emulated
quadruple precision. Of course this signifies an important drop in effectiveness. In practice, the software runs about
20 times slower. Ten times are due to the use of software emulation for arithmetical operations and two to more
integration points which are needed for higher precision. On present GHz processors, the evaluation of a single point
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FIG. 9: A choice of formally heavy lines in the large mass expansion of two W boson propagator topologies.
of the final result requires around 20s and a conservative estimate of the error over the whole range of Higgs boson
mass from 100 GeV to 1 TeV is four digits.
Alternatively to the numerical method, we used also the semianalytic method of expansions (see next subsection).
In this case the huge cancellations mentioned above do not cause any problem.
The size of the programs written in C++ and in FORM [30] requires stringent checks. A helpful property of the
bosonic corrections to the propagators is that the value of every single diagram can be obtained rather easily through
low momentum or large mass expansions. In fact for the Z boson propagators a low momentum expansion up to
tenth order provided a five digit agreement with the integral representations for each diagram independently and for
the whole sum. Additionally, we also made an expansion around the point MH = MZ (see next subsection) and
got excellent agreement between the numerical and the expanded results. In the case of the W boson propagators
not all of the diagrams are below threshold. It turns out that 345 contain a photon or a massless ghost line, which
makes as much as around 160 of them to be either on threshold or infrared divergent. In this case the low momentum
expansion either fails to converge or converges very slowly. A way out of this is given by large mass expansions. If
the lines which are to be considered as heavy are chosen in a specific way, then the large mass expansion leads only
to vacuum bubbles and one-loop propagator diagrams and the convergence is comparable to the case of the Z boson
propagators. An example choice of the heavy lines for two different topologies is given in Fig. 9. This procedure fails
only for graphs which represent pure QED corrections to a W boson line. In this case however, the result is known
analytically [31].
Another way of testing the analytical reduction and the diagram generation software is to check the Ward–Takahashi













































both for on-shell values of the momentum and in an expansion around zero up to third order. Here GZ and GW stand
for the neutral and charged would-be Goldstone boson respectively and the subscript “L” denotes longitudinal parts
of the vector boson self-energies and the scalar vector transitions are given by
ΠµV GV (p) = p
µΠV GV (p
2), (67)
where p is the ingoing momentum of the vector boson.
The combination of the two checks described above, tests the software from the diagram generation to the numerical
evaluation. An additional test is of course provided by gauge invariance and indeed the calculation was performed
in the general Rξ gauge with three independent gauge parameters. We have observed explicitely the cancellation of
each of them from the final result and the counterterms.
Since the bosonic corrections to the propagators in the MS scheme have been evaluated within the large Higgs
boson mass approach in [23] a comparison was also possible for the whole result. It turns out that the agreement is
perfect for Higgs masses running as low as 200 GeV.
To complete the description of the computational methods, let us note that C++ and FORM were supplied with
a collection of AWK and Bourne shell scripts managed by several Makefiles. The system prepared in this way runs
completely automatically from the beginning with diagram generation up to the numerical evaluation with plots.
Actually, the specificity of the problem allowed to reduce the evaluation time of the whole problem down to only one
hour and a half, which is rather short for multiloop calculations.
B. Expansions
Here we give more details on how the expansions are performed in two different regimes that we considered
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• in the mass difference hZ = (M2H −M2Z)/M2Z and
• in the mass ratio zH =M2Z/M2H .
The expansion in the mass difference M2H −M2Z is especially simple. It is just a Taylor expansion of all Higgs
propagators and Higgs boson masses in the vertices around MZ . No additional subgraphs are necessary in this case.
The expansion in the heavy Higgs boson limit is somewhat more involved. It is given by the rules of asymptotic
expansions [13].
In addition in the presence of both MZ and MW we expand in the difference of these masses as well. Indeed
M2Z −M2W
M2Z
= sin2 θW ≈ 0.23, (68)
is a rather small parameter and the convergence of this series is quite fast. This trick was used previously in [23].
The advantage of this approach is that in the case of on-shell Green functions all integrals have only one scale. This
allows one to use the FORM package ONSHELL2 [32] to evaluate these integrals analytically.
We should also note that to extend the range of the hZ expansion we apply the Pade´ approximation. Throughout this
paper we use a [3/3] Pade´ approximant for ∆r and [4/4] for the scheme transition formulae. The Pade´ approximation
for the zH series does not work well since this series is nonalternating.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The recent calculation of the two-loop bosonic corrections to ∆r performed by two independent groups has been
described in detail, from the matching onto the Fermi theory to the renormalisation and the explicit results in the
on-shell and MS schemes. The framework for the evaluation of the Fermi constant GF based on the low energy
factorisation theorem has been constructed. It allows one to compute GF as a Wilson coefficient in a simple manner.
This approach is general and is also applicable to other low energy quantities.
A comparison of different expansions and numerical methods has been given. It has been proven that in the wide
range of Higgs boson masses expansions provide as much precision as needed and cover the whole region of interest.
The only problematic region, however, is connected to the thresholds for W and Z boson pair production. If the
Higgs boson was indeed found in this range, then a precise result could also be obtained with expansions but this
time of the threshold type. The coincidence of the numerical and analytical results serves as a strong check of the
calculation.
The accuracy of the numerical transformation between MS and on-schemes has been tested. It is shown that for
the Higgs boson masses larger than ∼ 250 GeV the two loop correction does not reduce the scheme dependence which
can be explained by huge cancelations of large terms during the transition procedure.
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APPENDIX A: U(1) WARD IDENTITY AND THE RENORMALISATION OF CHARGE
In this appendix we present a derivation of the relation between the charge renormalization constant and different
wave function renormalization constants valid to all orders of perturbation theory. The derivation is based on the use
of the U(1) Ward–Takahashi identity for the weak hypercharge gauge group. To begin with, let us take the bare U(1)














W = sin θ
0
W are bare values of cosine and sine of Weinberg angle.
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In the next step we express our bare gauge boson fields through the renormalized ones
(
ZB2






























To complete the derivation we need to relate the ZB2 renormalisation constant to the charge renormalization constant.









W = Zee = Zeg1cW , (A4)























Using this final relation one can considerably simplify the calculation of the on-shell charge renormalization constant
and avoid dealing with infrared rearrangement while computing the three-point Green function.
APPENDIX B: LARGE HIGGS BOSON MASS EXPANSION OF ∆r
(2)
bos
IN THE ON-SHELL SCHEME
In this appendix, the on-shell renormalised ∆r
(2)
bos is given in a twofold expansion, in the large Higgs boson mass
and in the mass difference between the W and the Z boson. The number of terms is consistent with the result [23]


































H . Note that the leading term in the Higgs boson mass can be resumed in sin





























The expansion coefficients read (the first four of them expanded to the order O(z3H) were already published in [7])
ROS0 =
[
































− 772245128 S2 − 48504232304 − 834916 S21 − 1473332 S1 S2 − 44117192 ζ2 − 24641192 ln(zH) + 115288 ln(zH)2



















































− 2970704510368 − 7781764 S2 − 366221864 ζ2 − 507124 S21 − 5893 ln(3)S1 − 6649 ln(3) ζ2 − 70916 S1 S
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− 5214573177760 S1 − 158932 S1 S2 − 7069144 S21 − 5563144 ζ3 − 81652592 ln(zH)S1 + 115288 ln(zH)2 + 491418640 ln(zH)
+ 3509 ln(3)S1 +
404


















− 633111511136080 S1 − 14186281 ln(zH)S1 − 3559075040 ζ2 + 12071720 ln(zH)2 + 28678313360 S2 + 11820653937800 ln(zH) + 1002609122909127008000
]
APPENDIX C: MASS DIFFERENCE EXPANSION OF ∆r
(2)
bos
IN THE ON-SHELL SCHEME
The correction ∆r
(2)
bos in the on-shell scheme for Higgs masses in the vicinity of the Z boson mass is correctly
described by an expansion in the mass difference between the Higgs boson and the Z boson and in the mass difference















The transcendental numbers are the same as in the previous section. The lack of logarithms of mass ratios follows
from the fact that a Taylor series in the mass difference does not lead to any infrared problems. The variable hZ
denotes (M2H −M2Z)/M2Z . The first four of the coefficients were already published in [7]
ROS0 =
[
+ 2065948 + 62 ζ2 ln(3) +
7151



























































3 ζ2 ln(3) +
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9 ζ2 ln(3) +
4413259


















+ 3682083354374115059200 − 807145929726873856 ζ2 + 54 ζ3 − 458 S1 S2 − 26274374 S1 ln(3) + 660564544929393280 S1 − 2503867944784 S21 + 3650279116640 S2
]
APPENDIX D: LARGE HIGGS BOSON MASS EXPANSION OF ∆r
(2)
bos
IN THE MS SCHEME
In this appendix, ∆r
(2)
bos renormalised in the MS scheme is presented as a twofold expansion in the large Higgs boson


















The parameters, i.e. masses and the coupling constant are in the MS scheme. Apart from the numbers Eq. B2, it is
assumed that ln(m2Z,H) = ln(m
2
Z,H/µ
2), µ being the MS renormalisation scale.
RMS0 =
[
























































































































































− 57473960 ln(m2H)− 3218 ln(m2Z) ln(m2H)− 395263511814400 + 9736 S2 + 32116 ln(m2Z)2 + 32116 ln(m2H)2 + 3218 ζ2 + 562796 ln(m2Z)
]
APPENDIX E: MASS DIFFERENCE EXPANSION OF ∆r
(2)
bos
IN THE MS SCHEME
The correction in the MS scheme is given by six coefficients in the double expansion in the mass differences between















All parameters are in the MS scheme and hZ = (m
2
H −m2Z)/m2Z . Note also that the logaritms contain the renormal-






























































































































































− 33815515952111407390860800 − 4 ζ2 + 121023513122 S2 + 343292336960 ln(m2Z)− ln(m2Z)2
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